
 

Steel Faith Overhaul Mod [PORTABLE]

It's a massive overhaul for Total Warhammer: WAR. It completely changes the unit stats system, allowing to a whole host of new units, terrain types, missions
and more. New Stratagems, bonuses, spells and more. All new vanilla scripted events like Unique Mounts, Greater Weapons and even the addition of new

units, such as the powerful Death Marker and the bio-engineered Khorne Cults. So what does this mod bring to the table? Some of the biggest changes
include a skill tree overhaul, gameplay rework, an improved UI, a line of events for each campaign, new units, and the reworking of many main buildings for a

more interesting gameplay. Oh, and the ability to give your characters proper names! When countries oppose moderate Protestants, radical Reformed
Christians appear instead. When the Scottish rejected Lutheranism, they sent many Reformers into exile on the continent - where they mingled with Zwingli

and Calvin and returned in triumph to drive out the monarchy and institute a Reformed Church of Scotland. Meanwhile, in France, the king's refusal to
countenance Lutheranism meant that it was driven underground, where the Huguenots found fertile ground for the Reformed faith. Protestantism only

appears in large numbers where it's wanted, or at least tolerated. When Reformers saw no legitimate way to gain a voice, they sometimes turned to more
extremist views. In the 16th century, the works of Zwingli or Calvin were considered radical by many Lutherans (and we haven't even gotten into the

Anabaptists!). When countries choose to reject the Reformation entirely, provinces that would ordinarily have spawned Lutheran minorities will instead spawn
Reformed ones. Bottom line: Got humanist provinces and want to avoid Protestants You'll get Reformed Christians instead.
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After constant feedback
requests for better

graphics, this overhaul,
still in the early stages of
development, is currently
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undergoing numerous
graphical changes. These
mainly consist of better
textures, and the usage

of the latest textures
from the game The

Legend of Dragoon. The
majority of the assets
were taken off archive

and the engine was
replaced with the newer

version while the
majority of the toolkit
and workflow was left
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intact. The game itself
has also been completely
remade from the ground

up, with new features
and several other fixes.
Combat & stealth, perks

& spells, creatures &
factions. Different

overhauls and
improvements -

everything that affects
your game variety and
difficulty. There is one

general Skyrim issue that
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(thank you Bethesda)
wasn't changed at all
from LE to SE. Skyrim
script engine, Papyrus.

It's static in terms of how
many scripts it can

handle, and this can not
be expanded by any

means (unlike the video
memory limitations for

Skyrim LE, for example),
it can not be fixed or

changed and it doesn't
depend on 32bit or 64bit,
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our your PC specs - at all.
Consider Papyrus a bottle
which can handle only X
amount of water. When

it's X+1 or more - scripts
are started being

cluttered in your save file
instead. This generally
causes so called script
lag, save bloats, and,
eventually, a broken

game, and as mentioned
before, the fact Skyrim

SE is 64bit game doesn't
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give any benefits. So
when it comes to

gameplay mods (most of
which have scripts in this

or that amount), you
need to be same careful

in SE. Now, a quick
manual of how to see if
my game can handle

more script-heavy mods:
5ec8ef588b
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